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Virginia accelerator seeks startups and nonprofits
with solutions to social challenges
Mon, 2017-07-31 12:05 -- Compassionate C...

Herndon, VA-based Smart City Works is an infrastructure actuator and business accelerator
focused on improving livability, operations and resilience in cities. Its fall cohort will for the ﬁrst
time include two slots for nonproﬁts focused on helping at-risk populations. It could be a great
opportunity for the right nonproﬁts. – Philip Bane

With its network of technical resources and cities, Smart City Works says it goes beyond
traditional accelerators to more rapidly move the best technology solutions cities need into the
hands of city managers and solution-providing companies. Its program, conducted in conjunction
with the Center for Innovative Technology, is designed to equip companies with the skills, market
awareness, and validated products to be highly competitive, growth oriented and investment
ready.
It is currently looking for entrepreneurs, startups and companies with emerging products to apply
for its fall 2017 Washington, D.C. metro cohort, to be held at the Center for Innovative Technology
in Herndon, VA.
The program is open to startups globally whose founders want to bring their ideas and passions
to participate in person in a unique acceleration process. In particular, Smart City Works is looking
for innovative commercial solutions that address signiﬁcant social and civic challenges -- safety,

security, livability and resilience -- in urban environments.
The two slots reserved for nonproﬁts are intended for qualifying organizations with disruptive,
high-impact solutions to support those most in need -- the poor, the disabled, the homeless,
those without access to the Internet, for example.
Final date for applications is Aug. 13, 2017 and the selection process will continue until the class is
full. Learn more about the program and application process.

You may also want to read:
UK accelerator: It should not cost more to be poor
Dubai launches Humanitarian Accelerators with an ambitious agenda
###
This article is from the Council's Compassionate Cities initiative which highlights how city leaders
and other stakeholders can leverage smart technologies to end suﬀering in their communities
and give all citizens a route out of poverty. Click the Compassionate Cities box on our registration
page to receive our weekly newsletter.
Connect with #compassionatecities…
See all the latest Compassionate Cities headlines
Follow Managing Director @Philip_Bane on Twitter
Join us on Facebook
Share your insights in our LinkedIn discussion group
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